
STAFF: 

 
1. All the staff should maintain log in and log out signatures in the staff register as per the 
college timings 

2. All the staff should be present in the class rooms within the time specified in the time table, 

3. All the staff should maintain leave rules as per the institution proposed  

     I .Staff should apply for leave one day before with proper workload adjustments like class 

work, examination duties,   

        and other administrative duties like class teacher works etc. 

     II. No post leaves are availed, in case of emergency they should inform to HOD and adjust 

all workloads then it will be considered as leave with 2 CLs otherwise it will be considered 

as absent (Two Days LOP). 

    III.Two short leaves (1 Hr Permission) are only considered per month with prior intimation 

to the HOD  

4. Staff should updates monthly attendance reports to the concerned class teachers  

5. Clean and smart maintenance of staff room to be appreciable.. 

6. Creation of good ambiance to the outers through proper sitting and re arrangement of 

chairs before leave the college to be appreciated. 

7. Staff should maintain the following rules for examination related 

     I.Attend to the examination invigilation as per the schedule 

    II.Don’t carry mobile phones to the examination hall and Class rooms. 

   III.Submit question papers within time 

  IV.Take your respective answer scripts day after completion of your exam for the evaluation 

and handover scripts to   

       the dept examination within three days without fail. 

  V.Maintain proper record related to mid marks and online marks. 

8. All the staff should maintain good relationship with all students and motivate them 

frequently. 

9. Rules related to computer Laboratory 

    I. Staff who are handling labs they should attend to the lab within time and sign in to lab 

log register otherwise students may not allowed in to the labs without your presence. 

    II. Staff should maintain proper record of lab marks given to the students every week. 

Strictly instruct your students to bring observation and record regularly and correct record 

and observation before coming to the next lab. 



    III. Instruct our students to sit properly in the labs and rearrange chairs after completion of 

labs, and display ID cards without fail. Keep our labs clean and smartly, 

10. All the staff should stay in the staff room after completion of your class work, should not 

move to the other campus without information to the HOD and mentioned leaving time and 

return time in the movement register. 

11. All the staff should maintain good relationship among all without any disputes. 

   

 

 


